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The game was released on May 30, 2014
and is the first Angry Birds game without

Rovio Entertainment Corporation as a
publisher and the first Angry Birds game

with an original theme for a cross-platform
PC and console release. During the

development stage of the game, Mns Wilde
stated that Rovio had been experimenting

with the premise of having pop culture
references as their themes and that they
were interested in doing this with Angry

Birds 2. For the game's themes, Mns Wilde,
one of the game's creative lead creators,
stated that he looked for the themes that
were connected to him. He stated that he

was inspired to make Angry Birds 2 because
of his travels on a boat to Africa and to
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Australia. He also stated that he was inspired
to make Angry Birds 2 to add more variety to

the game in terms of gameplay, story and
characters. In regard to the game's story,

Mns Wilde compared the game's story to the
plot of the The Lost World, a 1912 story by

Edgar Rice Burroughs. He also stated that, in
the game, [3] it is the perspective of the girl
as a bird, not the perspective of a bird as a

girl, as mentioned in the first game.
However, Rovio Entertainment Corporation
stated that they will not censor any of the
game's content, which includes language,
violence, and gore. Rovio also stated that
the game will not include any nudity or

sexual content. The game is also listed on
the list of the most censored video games in
the history of video games. The game has

received mixed reviews. GamesRadar gave it
a 9/10, stating that it is Angry Birds in the

form of Lord of the Flies. Pocket Gamer gave
it a 7/10. Dearly Devoted Edi gave it a 4/10,

saying that the lack of a story is a
disappointment. IGN gave it a score of 7.5
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out of 10, saying Angry Birds 2 was a
refreshing attempt to regain the series' love

for players.
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the term "gamecrite" was coined in the early
2000's to describe games like angry birds
that were made for the mobile device. by
2009, the industry had begun to shift its

focus to the online. those who didn't want to
pay for gaming, but still wanted to play it,
could do so on social media sites such as

facebook. the access to high quality gaming
was now much more accessible than it had
ever been. instead of limiting the amount of

money people could spend on gaming,
microtransactions were introduced. this was
often done to incentivise players to spend
more money on in-game items, and to give

players a greater sense of ownership of their
gaming worlds. the first game to introduce
microtransactions was warhammer 40,000

online. it began as a popular series of pocket-
sized, lcd-controlled video games created by
finnish game developer rovio in may 2007.

the game, originally called "pigs at the gates
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of hell" (later changed to "angry birds" after
the pig's trademark squeals), was published
by the company on 8 september 2009 for
the nokia n-gage, palm os, rim blackberry,

and windows mobile platforms, followed by a
pc port on the windows store for windows 8
and windows phone 8.5 on 4 march 2012. a
version for android devices was released on

11 may 2012. when he first appeared, he
was voiced by mads mikkelsen, the english

voice of the character quistis. mikkelsen
reprised his role for the film. the game

features a new voice cast, with the canadian
voice actress ellen kennedy voicing the main

protagonist, and the brazilian actress and
comedian vanessa piranha as the great aunt.

in addition to this, the original angry birds
games are available on ios and android in a

few languages, including english, french,
italian, german, spanish, portuguese,

japanese and korean. 5ec8ef588b
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